
How can we prove what Benin people 
ate? 

Learning Objective  

To infer what people in a past society may have eaten from historical evidence. 

Learning outcomes 

Pupils will have: 

 Located Benin on a globe and on a timeline in relation to Britain and the Viking 
period in Europe. 

 Inferred information about what people in Benin may have eaten from  original 
African sources (including the diet of Edo people today) 

 Inferred information about what people in Benin may have eaten from an original 
European source 

 Inferred information about what people in Benin may have eaten from historical 
interpretations produced long afterwards 

 Considered the validity of claims about what people in Benin ate 

Resources 

Lesson PowerPoint 

Toilet roll (or similar roll of paper) 

Date labels for 793, 1066, 1300, 1897 AD 

Enlarged paper copies of ppt slides 

Number labels One to Fifteen 

Initial Stimulus Activity 

Roll out a long piece of paper (such as a toilet roll) across the floor or desks of the classroom 
to represent a timeline. Mark on the rough beginning and end of the Viking period in Europe 
(from the raid on Lindisfarne in 793 to the battle of Hastings in 1066). On a globe ask a 
volunteer to identify the location of Britain. Ask another volunteer to identify the location of 
the continent of Africa. Point out the location of Nigeria within the continent and display 
PowerPoint Slide Two which shows the location of the ancient kingdom of Benin within 
modern Nigeria.(It is important not to confuse the location of the ancient kingdom with the 



neighbouring Republic of Benin which borders Nigeria to the west). Display PowerPoint Slide 
Three, which gives a view of the ancient city of Benin, and place the dates of 1300 and 1897 
on the timeline, explaining that in this period the kingdom of Benin was ruled by its own 
king known as the Oba. Ask pairs to jot down what they think of when they hear the phrase 
‘African countryside’; give them a set time limit, and take suggestions from pairs. 

Display PowerPoint Slide Four which gives an idea of the original landscape in which the 
ancient kingdom of Benin was set (i.e. verdant tropical rainforest). Lead discussion about 
the possible differences between living in Europe and living in this part of West Africa e.g. 
Heat, humidity, types of wild animal etc. 

 

Activity One 

Divide the class into teams of three. Give out a copy of PowerPoint Slide Five to each team, - 
a record sheet with space to jot down details gathered from evidence and also divided in to 
two columns, the first headed “What we can infer about how people lived in Benin”, the 
second headed “What we can infer about what people ate in Benin”. Write up the terms “ 
To infer” and “Evidence” for display and ensure that pupils understand their meanings. 
Explain that evidence from Benin itself will be used in this activity. Place labels of numbers 
One to Fifteen around the classroom with a table under each label. Place large copies of the 
images from Slides Six to Nineteen face down on each table, with a different image on each 
table- do not include the accompanying text label. (The slides include images of artefacts 
produced in Benin up to 1897, and information about the diet of modern African people of 
Edo descent who live in the location today on Slide Twenty). Under the label Fourteen place 
a copy of the whole of Slide Eighteen face down. Against the clock, allow two members of 
each team to look at a different source for no more than 20 seconds at a time, then 
returning to their own team table where they have 20 seconds to describe what they saw. 
The remaining team member at each table acts as a scribe to record in note form what they 
have discovered on the record sheet. Ensure that pupils know when 20 seconds is complete 
as they visit each station and that they spend no longer than that amount of time looking at 
sources and explaining to their scribe what they noticed. 

Afterwards display the slides with their text in turn. Then allow time for pupils to fill-in both 
columns on the record sheet, explaining what they think they can infer about Benin and the 
diet of its people in the past from the evidence they have just seen. Lead a discussion, taking 
suggestions from different teams. Then display Slide Nineteen, which explains the 
limitations of existing African evidence about Benin's past. Agree a whole-class version of 
the inference columns, and keep these for later reference. 

 

 

 



Activity Two 

Display Slide Twenty Three, the image of a seventeenth century Dutch merchant called 
Olfert Dapper. Explain that there will now be a second round of evidence-gathering from a 
book written by him in 1668, which included information about life in Benin at the time. 
Give out a second copy of the record sheet from Slide Five of the PowerPoint to the same 
teams as before. Print out single copies of Slides Twenty Four and Twenty Five for the 
teacher`s sole use. Explain that teams will gather evidence in a similar way to before, but 
that this time individuals from each team will come and listen to you quietly reading an 
extract from Dapper’s book, which they must listen to carefully and then take back to their 
table, so that the the scribe can write down at the top of the record sheet what the pupil 
has been able to recall. Repeat this process until all the extracts have been read.  As before, 
allow time for pupils to fill-in both columns on the record sheet, explaining what they think 
they can infer about Benin and the diet of its people in the past from the evidence they have 
just seen. Then display Slide Twenty Six, which explains more information about Dapper. 
Return to the whole class inferences as before, and agree any revisions or additions. 

 

Activity Three 

Complete a last round of inference-gathering, by playing this short BBC class clips video 
from the link below 

Then display Slide Twenty Seven, explaining the points in the text. Display Slides Twenty 
Eight to Thirty One in turn, either reading off the slide to the class or asking volunteers to 
read them off (some slides could be omitted).They include information from modern 
interpretations of ancient Benin (i.e. from modern writers writing from long after the 
period). 

After each slide, lead discussion about how much pupils may be able to trust each 
interpretation. 

Lastly, display Slide Thirty Four and discuss the relative reliability of the last round of 
evidence. Return to the whole-class inferences as before, and agree any last revisions or 
additions. 

 

Plenary 

Set up a number line from One to Nine around the classroom. Place the label “Definitely 
True” above the number One, “Probably True” over the number Three, “Possibly Not True” 
by the number Six, and “Definitely Not True” over the number Nine. Display the historical 
claims made on Slide Thirty Four about Benin. As each claim is read out, ask pupils to stand 
by the number they most agree with in relation to it, challenging individuals to justify why 



they have stood under that number. In particular, probe pupil-understanding of the 
evidence they have used to make their decision and its relative reliability. Also allow other 
pupils to challenge their peers.  

 

 


